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NEWS LETTER NO 4

UPDATE. 22/4/2013 Deal Kent
                    Deal is a quite coastal town with no amusement arcades or 
bingo, it has a pier that it is mainly used for fishing. The beach is littered with 
fishing boats, which are winched up on to the pebbled beach.

Sites.
          We are members of the caravan club and use any of there 227 sites 
when possible, but even to a member these can work out quite expensive 
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(£17-£25 per night) The caravan club also has 2400 certified locations which 
are privately owned small sites for the use of club members only.
         These are 5 van sites which are allowed without planning permission, 
facility’s vary from basic a tap and a waste drain to small wc blocks with 
showers. Most have electric, but normally the pitches are grass. These are on 
farms or houses with a paddock. Costs vary from (£7-£12) thus when touring 
they make good sense.

                         Solleys farm certified site Deal.

UPDATE 24/4/2013 Worthing Caravan club site
           Today thanks to San and Brian we went on a vineyard tour,
Bolney estate in West Sussex.
This is a 40 acre estate with south 
facing fields in Sussex. They have
40,000 vines producing from
40,000 bottles in 2012 to
120,000 bottles in 2009, of red,
rose, white and sparkling.
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We had a excellent tour with 
a very informative guide. 
First we went round the 
vines, then into the bottling 
area's and finally a tasting 
session.
Our opinion is the red is very 
thin due to the lack of sun. 
the rose OK
But the star is the sparkling 
blanc de blanc which won a 
commended gold medal in 
Europe it's fantastic but it comes at the same price as a good champagne.

UPDATE 25/4/2013 Worthing
                 If you asked me a year ago where is Worthing I would have said 
some where in Lancashire. But I would be wrong. It's on the south coast 
between Brighton and Bognor Regis. Its a lovely town very clean and smart, 
with a lot of posh pads along the sea front. As normal down here it's a pebble 
beach with fishing boats. Today the weather was nice (shorts on) but by late 
afternoon the sea haze came in.
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Like of the day Wendy's bike riding (she has not crashed for ages)

Dislike of the day Ferring's council's lack of bike path's.

To Conclude

 I was talking to this sheep and she said to me i'm thinking of branching out
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